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N.Z. NOTES AND COMMENT

By Colin Hamilton

The basic a.v. 1d brown postal stationery postcard of 1890 (inscribed 'Inland and Australian
Post Card') was issued. on 31st March 1900. with the addition of a series of scenes connected
with N.Zo's involvement in the South African war. The captioned views. of which there were
sixteen different. were in the same brown as the rest of the printing on the card. and appeared
in the lower left corner of the address side. The full list of captions is as follows:

(a) First Contingent Entraining at Capetown.
(b) A Refresher. Newtown Park.
(c) Officers. Second Contingent.
(d) Breakfast in Camp.
(e) In Camp. Newtown Park.
(f) First Contingent Start for the Front.
(g) Capt. Madocks. First Contingent.
(h) Watering Horses. Newton Park.
(i) Major Robin, First Contingent. (illustrated)
(j) Capt. Davies. First Contingent
(k) The Camp. Second Contingent.
(I) Mounted Parade./Dismounted Parade.
(m)Some Riders in the Rough.
(n) Good-bye. New Zealand!
(0) Garden Party at Wanganui.
(p) Presents for our Boys.

(The annotations (a) - (p) are as listed by Samuel. but we have no reason to believe they are
anything other than arbitrary).

Three distinctive colours of card were used - yellow. cream and light buff. I have seen two
contrasting grades of the yellow stock. The normal is relatively thin. smooth. and has a
'finished' appearance. The other (seen on one card only) is notably thicker. rougher. almost
corrugated. and of inferior quality. The first printings were on the yellow card. and this fact
is neatly demonstrated by caption (n). The exclamation mark after Zealand was removed
after some cards had been printed. and as a result yellow cards are found with and without
the mark. while cream and buff cards are known only without.

Samuel lists a variety "No stop after ·side..•• but explains in a footnote that this is a constant
feature on cards with views (c). (d). (h) and (p) only. Thus no individual card appears to have
been recorded as existing both with and without stop. I can. however. now report cream cards
with view (p) - Presents for our Boys - in both forms. with and without stop after 'side'.

These 'Boer War Cards'. as they are widely known, are perennially popular, no doubt because
of their theme. Odd examples turn up not all that infrequently. but condition usually tends
to vary between somewhat tatty and downright dreadful. Cards in collectable condition are
quite scarce. in anything better than that, distinctly scarce. and in complete sets. rare. As
regards relative scarcity of the various forms. our experience is that unused 'yellow', unused
and used 'creams' are all pretty much on a par. used 'yellows' considerably more difficult. and
'buffs', unused or used extremely rare - far more so than suggested by the ratings in the Samuel
catalogue. This was reinforced by our recent acquisition of two quite exceptional collections.
Out of a total of some 74 cards included. just two were buff. and we know of only a small
handful of others extant.

(N.B. See our listing of offers of Boer War Cards elsewhere in this issue of the Bulletin.)



BEAUTIFUL FULL-FACE QUEENS

301 2d London Print (C.P. A2a, S.G.2). A superb three-margin copy. Lightly
cancelled, magnificent colour, and with the characteristic 'ivory head' effect
on the back. Slightly cut into at left, clear margins on other three sides. A
truly lovely example at the price £225.00

302 18626d Red-Brown, Davies Print (C.P. A5b(4), S.G.43). Very fine four
margin copy (close but clear at one point), lightly and very attractively
cancelled by a clearly legible large part strike of the distinctive Headquarters
in oval-of-bars obliterator, leaving the head virtually clear. One usually has
to make some apology for the condition of either the stamp or the
cancellation in a case such as this - not so here! A beautiful item £82.50

303 1864-67 Pert. 12%. An absolutely superfine used set of 7 (1 d, 2d, 3d, 4d rose,
4d yellow, 6d 1/-). Premium copies all, everyone with crisp c.d.s. cancel, and
selected for centring, brilliant colour, and freedom from hidden faults. A set
in a million, certainly the best we have seen in many years. To delight one
lucky buyer £625.00

LONG F ISCALS

Some superb and very unusual offers of these extremely interesting issues. Extensive
details are to be found in Volume 6 of "The Postage Stamps of New Zealand".

304 1867 First Types, Impert. A truly wonderful set of 65 copies, all different,
overall condition being quite miraculously fine for these notoriously
difficult stamps. All are fiscally used, of course, but clean and attractive
and, with only the odd exception full four-margin copies. The set comprises:
"Small NZ" wmk. (see next lot for explanation): ld (8), 4d, 6d (2), 8d (2),
1/- (4), 1/4d, 1/6d, 1/8d, 2/- (2), 2/4, 2/6d, 2/8d, 3/- (2), 3/4d, 3/6d, 3/8d,

4/- (2), 4/8d, 5/- (2), 5/6d, 6/-, 6/8d, 7/-, 7/6d, 8/-, 8/4d, 9/-,10/- (2), 15/-,
£1, £1/5/-, £1/10/-, £1/15/-, £2, £3, £3/10/-, £4, £5, £10.
Large Star wmk.: 17/6d, £117/6d, £6, £6/10/-, £7, £8, £9.
'Intertwined NZ' impressed monogram: 2/-, 4/-.
The once-in-a-Iifetime set - certainly we have never before had anything
remotely comparable to offer. 1987 Stirling cat. in excess of $5150. £1500.00

305 'NZ' Watermark Reference Set. The papers used for the Long F iscals included
three distinct types of the NZ wmk. The first was the residue of the paper
used for the 1864 Full-Face Queen issues with the 'Small NZ' wmk. (approx.
11% x 5 mm); the second was a paper specially made for the revenue stamp,
with a considerably larger NZ wmk. (approx. 12 x 6% mm); and the third
was another specially made revenue paper, with the NZ wmk. much larger
still (approx. 16 x 6 mm) - some of this last paper was subsequently used for the
the first issues of the Y.d Newspaper stamp. We offer a reference set of three
Long Fiscals, showing the three different NZ watermarks (all fully identified).. £10.00



306

307

308

1882 Small Type Fiscals/1882 Long Type Fiscals. We imagine that this page
in most simplified Albums remains blank (or nearly blank). The remedy is
right here - a set of 15 stamps (small 1d lilac, small ld blue, Long Type 2/-,
2/6,3/-,4/-,5/-,6/-,7/·, 7/6d, 8/·, 9/-,10/,,15/-, (1), all fine fiscally
used copies, completing the page with the one exception of the 12/6d value.
The set of 15 fiscals .

Long Fiscal 2/6d Error. A very fine mint copy of New Zealand's only error
of colour stamp - the 1901 printing of the 2/6d with 'COUNTERPART'
incorporated in the design, and printed in brown (C.P.Z3e(Z), S.G.F57a).
Supplied with a superb fiscally used copy in yellow, the correct colour. The
beautiful and unusually interesting set of two ..

1932 HEALTH (Ha)

£37.50

£130.00

Two different plates were used for the , Hygeia'. Although unnumbered, these
are usually referred to as plates 1 and 2. Both were used in tandem for the
initial printing, which produced 750 sheets from each plate. Thereafter, plate
2 was discarded, and all further sheets were printed from plate1. This was
curious, since plate 2 tended to produce the better results, and in fact plate 1
deteriorated to such an extent that it had to be extensively retouched during
its working lifetime. The most noticeable of this repair work is found in
stamps from the extreme bottom right corner of sheets. Note that this is
one of the rare instances of true retouching in the George V period, resulting
in the issued stamps existing in two different states (the 1933 Health R211
and 3/3 are the only other examples which come to mind). Our offer is of
three matching corner blocks of 4 from the bottom right of the sheet: (i) block
from Plate 1 unretouched, (ii) block from Plate 1 with all four stamps heavily
retouched; (iii) block from Plate 2. Some dulling of the normally highly
glossy gum, due to minor adhesions, but facially superb, and a wonderful trio
of philatelicaliy interesting blocks £200.00

1966 HEALTH VARIETIES

309

310

4d + 1d Inverted Watermark. Unhinged mint copy with wmk. sideways
inverted (T38b(X)). A very scarce 'invert' - we believe only part of one
sheet was found in 1978, years after the currency of the stamp .

4d + 1d "Crested Weka" (T38b(Y)). An unusual, spectacular and most
attractive variety. This occurred in stamps from the top row only, and
again we believe just one sheet was involved, so only 20 examples of the
variety exist. Offered in top marginal vertical pair with normal, mint
unhinged ..

BOER WAR POSTCARDS

£50.00

£97.50

A magnificent selection of these desirable postal stationery items. A particular feature
is condition which, unless otherwise stated, is outstandingly fine. For brevity, individual
views are identified by the Samuel annotation (a) - (p) - see. this month's Notes.

311(a) Yellow Cards (Samuel AA10a). Card (cl. (I) or (m) superb unused. Each £20.00

(b) As above. Card (i). Unused. Facially immaculate, adhesions on reverse
(unprinted) side . £12.50



(c) As above. Card (b). (c), (e). (f). (j), (m), or (p). Superfine used, each .

(d) As above. Card (d) or (I). Equally fine used appearance, but small
imperfections on reverse due to previous mounts. Each ..

£42.50

£17.50

(e) As above. Card (h). commercially used, and less fresh, but still quite attractive .. £10.00

(f) As above. Another commercially used example, this one being on the distinctly
thicker, poorer quality card mentioned in this month's Notes. Only copy we
have seen £40.00

(9) As above. Card (n), set of two, one unused, with exclamation mark after
ZEALAND, the other used, without the exclamation mark. Both superfine-
a lovely pair! .

312(a) Cream Cards. A complete set of 16 cards (a) - (p). unused. Three cards,
(d). (g) and (m) in not-so-fine condition, all thirteen others superb. Included
is the previously unrecorded card (p) with stop after 'side', mentioned in this
month's Notes. A rare set ..

(b) As above. Card (a). (b), (f). (g), (h). (j), (I) or (n). superb unused. Each ......

(c) As above. A complete set of 16 used cards in brilliant condition throughout.
In a word, fabulous! .

(d) As above. Cards (d) or (j), used, very fine. Each ..

(e) As above. Cards (a). (e). (g) or (I). used. Not quite so fine, but still well
above average for these. Each ..

313(a) Buff Cards. Card (c), superb unused. Rare ..

(b) As above. Card (e). finest used (with printed message on reverse re. a third
"Cinderella Dance" to be held on Fri. Sept. 20th at 8.30p.m. I I). Also rare ..

1957 - 1982 ROSS DEPENDENCY

£75.00

£400.00

£17.50

£500.00

£20.00

£15.00

£57.50

£75.00

From a superb new stock of these highly popular Antarctica issues just purchased. It has been
literally years since last we were in a position to prepare such a listing.

314(a) 1957 Set, Mint (RD4-7, S.G.1-4). One of each value, four stamps,
unmounted ..

(b) As above. Five stamps. one each value plus the additional8d shade in blue
(RD6a(2), S.G.3Ea). Unhinged ..

(c) As above. Although not listed, there are two fine shades of the 3d value
(R 04a). Unmounted copies of both ..

£11.50

£16.50

£10.00



(d) As above. Similarly we can offer two lovely shade contrasts of the 1/6d
value (R07a), unmounted £17.50

(e) As above. Four imprint blocks, and four corner plate blocks (i.e. two
blocks each value), all unhinged and superb, The eight blocks of 4, complete.
A rare offering £150.00

(f) As above. Another set, of four corner plate blocks only, one each value,
and also unmounted .

315(a) 1957 Set, Used. Complete set of four, all with Scott Base cancels ..

£75.00

£9.00

(b) As above. Five stamps, one each value plus an 8d blue £12.00

(c) As above. Similar set of five, but brilliant blocks of 4 with central Scott
Base cancellations £50.00

(d) As above. Set of four stamps on 11/1/1957 Official Souvenir First Day Cover,
with Scott Base cancel £ 11.50

(e) As above. Set of four stamps on 2011/1958 Commemorative cover with
special'Antarctic Meeting' cancellation £15.00

316(a) 1967 First Decimal Set. (RD8-11, S.G.5-8l Set of four, unhinged ..

(b) As above. Similar set of four, each in unmounted mint block of 4.
Scarce thus ..

(c) As above. A complete set of four corner plate blocks of 4, one each value,
unhinged mint and superb. A set seldom available nowadays .

(d) As above. Listed in the S.G. "Two Reigns Catalogue" are two shades of the
2c, indigo and deep blue (S.G.5 and 5Ea - the latter is scarce). Unmounted
mint copies of both. A lovely pair of shades ..

(e) As above. Used set of four stamps, one each value, all with Scott Base
cancels .

£40.00

£165.00

£200.00

£35.00

£45.00

(f) As above. Another one-of-each-value set, but in brilliant used blocks of 4,
all with Scott Base cancels. Rarel ~................................................ £185.00

317 1972,1979,1982 sets (RD12a-17a, 12b-17b, 18-23; S.G.9-20). A ready
made collection of the three later sets. Included are 1972 set of six both
mint and used; 1979 set of six both mint and used, plus a set of six sheet value
blocks of 4; 1982 set of six both mint and used, set of six imprint/plate blocks
of 6, a 20/1/1982 official illustrated F.D.C., together with the attractive and
informative Presentation Pack. All mint are unmounted, and all used have
Scott Base cancellations. Obviously not complete, but an ideal basis for
expansion ;. £40.00



1969 CAPT. COOK MINIATURE SHEETS (SM 122-5, S.G. MS 910)

318(a) Unmounted mint Miniature Sheet (Cat. $80) £25.00

(b) Not top grade miniature sheet (minor imperfections only) at a giveaway.... £7.50

(c) Miniature Sheet (unmounted mint) with green cachet printed across the bottom
selvedge "A SOUVENIR FROM NEW ZEALAND/NATIONAL STAMP
EXHIBITION, NEW PLYMOUTH/6th - 11th OCTOBER 1969" £35.00

(d) Miniature Sheet on Tarapex Exhibition cover, pmk'd 9th OCT 1969 (first day
of issue) and tied by a different green Tarapex cachet. Nice £40.00

(e) Five miniature sheets (all unmounted mint) and showing different plating
characteristics. Supplied complete with full plating details £125.00

(f) Miniature Sheet with the large retouch on the 18c above AN of SOLANDRI,
unhinged mint .

(g) Miniature Sheet, unhinged mint, with misplaced Green Colour - the
misplacement is only minor but the effect is most striking, "6c and 18c"
resulting in cross-eyed values!! .

(h) Two miniature sheets, with dark and light brown shades on the 18c. Both
unmounted, and nice ..

1970 PICTORIALS, LOW VALUES

£30.00

£35.00

£50.00

319 Watermarked Issues. %c - 8c Butterfly and Fish stamps, all on the original
wmk'd paper (Pla - Plla). No less than 23 imprint/plate blocks all unmounted
mint. Complete by C.P. listings with the exception of P5a (3c) plate lA2A1A
(priority on the waiting list for this will be given to the purchaser).
Cat. $230+, a superb set £85.00

320 Unwatermarked Issues. lc - 8c values, all on the later 1973 wmk. paper
(P2c - Pll b). Twenty imprint/plate blocks, all unmounted mint,
including 1c plate 1A x 2 (blue and white gum), 2c plate 1A and 1B (both
with blue and white gum), 3c plate 2A2A1A, 4c and 2c, 5c plate lA and lB,
6c as 2c, 7c plate lA, Bc plate lA and lB. Not complete of course, but
still a Quite superb lot. Cat. $460+ £150.00

NEW ZEALAND AIR COVERS

A further continuation of this very popular listing.

321(a) 29th JUNE 1951. First direct Christchurch - Melbourne flight by T.E.A.L.
Several different commemorative covers were produced, and these three
different (all addressed to England) carry the special boxed cachet in purple
and a Melbourne transit marking ..

(b) As above. A commemorative air letter of this flight, this time with blue
cachet. Also included is aphotograph of the mail being delivered to the
aircraft .

£22.50

£15.00



(c) As above. Pair of matching commemorative air covers (neither included
in lots 'a or b'); (i) Australian cover inscribed Melbourne - Christchurch,
with an Australian boxed cachet and a Christchurch arrival mark; (ii) N.Z.
cover inscribed Christchurch - Melbourne, with the N.Z. cachet in blue and
a Melbourne arrival marking. An attractive pair £20.00

(d) As above. Double-stage cover (plain). Melbourne - Christchurch - Melbourne,
complete with the Australian cachet and all the correct transit markings. This
cover is made especially attractive by the six different additional labels
applied - air services to New Zealand label, from Christchurch label, T.E.A.L.
label, two different Christchurch New Zealand labels, plus two others.
Lovely £20.00

322

323

2nd OCT. 1951. Plain cover from Dunedin to Austria, arrived on the
15th Oct. and then carried on the Salzburg - Kuchl Ballonpost of 21 st Oct.
(special Austrian cachet and Ballonpost label applied). Nice .

26th DEC. 1951. Plain cover carried on the T.E.A. L. Auckland - Papaeete
(Tahiti) 'Coral Route'. The cover left Auckland on the 26th Dec. (special
boxed cachet in blue applied). then made the return Papaeete - Auckland
flight on the 30th Dec. (the Papaeete cachet in black also applied). arriving
back in Auckland on 1st January 1952 ..

RECENT ISSUES

£20.0lJ

£20.00

1989 Wild Flowers, 40c, 60c, 70c, 80c - issued 18/1/89.
Mint set of 4 stamps .
Complete set of 4 imprint blocks (six stamps per block) ..
Official Illustrated F.D.C. (Wanganui pmk.) .

Presentation Packs.
(i) 10c - 90c (9) Bird Definitive Pack (Series 3, PP2). All nine values

(70c issued in June 1988, 10c - 60c, aoc, 90c issued in November) of
the new small-format definitive set, housed in pictorial folder with much
detail on the nine birds - a must for all bird spotters!! (post paid) ....

£1.60
£11.00

£1.80

£4.25

(ii) 1988 Whales (Ross Dependency) Pack (Series 3, PP3) All six Whales
stamps housed in similar attractive packaging, with much information
on Whales in general and these Whales in particular - a must for all
Whale spotters!!! (post paid) £4.75

(iii) 1989 Wild Flower Pack (Series 3, PP4) A similar illustrated folder
with copious notes on these four wild flowers. (post paid) £2.75

70c Paradise Shelduck Definitive. Imprint block of 6 stamps with 1-kiwi reprint
mark alongside R9/1 ..

$7 Fastpost Booklet, containing a pane of 10 x 70c Bird stamps:-
(a) attached by right selvedge .
(b) attached by left selvedge .
(c) As (b) but with colour code dots and 1-kiwi mark (apparently these

booklets were produced from 1-kiwi large-sheets. We understand the
original "no-kiwi" large-sheets were never used to manufacture booklets) ...

£3.25

£5.00
£5.00

£5.25


